
To,
Mr. Anirban banerjee
Sub : letter to sponsor
It's been quite a long time since I have written to you, I hope this letter reaches you in your
complete Wellness.

I am also doing good here at Kolkata the things were tough for my family As recent lockdown
left my father unemployed. he still is trying to get a stable and Secure job that's why my mother
started assembling handicraft at home after managing the household chores and contributing
whatever she could to bring us to a somewhat financial stability. With that I also started
conducting coaching classes to primary students in my locality. It gave me the opportunity to
serve the community a little whenever I can spare some time from my studies.

I am truly thankful to you for the sponsorship. With the help of your generous contribution I will
now be able to pursue my B.Sc at Dum Dum motijheel college without any hassel.

I feel like my passion and dedication towards my discipline of study which is microbiology
increasing day by day as your kind support and guidance  has lessened my financial tension in
a significant amount.

I want to study further the stream of microbiology and get myself established as a microbiologist
in future. It will be a tough journey for me but I will study harder than ever and maintain good
grades and for the rest I seek your guidance and kind support.

Last year I experienced a number of fun and exciting events , let me tell you some of that with
you.
firstly here at Kolkata we usually experience a festive weather with the mode of joy. Here
Saraswati Puja is the only Pooja that is arranged inside academic institutions and we wish to the
Devi that every student can study in harmony and peace throughout the year.
Last year it was organised at school with a few participants considering the corona situation but
this year we were allowed to attend physically with ofcourse Corona precautions. I hope the
scenario with will be much better as time passes.

The whole three semesters were arranged in a online mode so that we stay secure,
Inevitably we missed out the practicals in labs. But fortunately we're now attending college
classes how it should be in offline.
But the good part is that I was able to attend a number of webinars from home and  get
acquainted with the valuable informations like what modern technology can bring in the field of
microbial genetics, Alarming discoveries, Jobs in India in this field etc

At last I assure you to live upto your expectations and get established in the society as a
conscious human being.
I will truly be grateful to you forever.
Thank you for everything.


